
Attendance

David, James, Cyril, Ruben, Angela, Giuseppe, Alvaro,  Christos, Gilles, Tiziana, Emir, Steve,

Minutes
- Tiziana: SAMAP and what functionality is needed in the new system
  - This will be reported on at OTAG

GILDA view from Gridmap - In progress
- GOCDB piece also needed to allow for easy selection of 'Training' sites - Gilles has all he 
needs
- Check what topic the results are published on for a vo nagios instance

Robot Certs - CERN is working on the issuing - new news

Roundtable

Dashboard
Code update last week.
 - new warnings on status of different services
 - different downtimes now viewed on dashboard
 - found bug with role-based filtered
TODO
 - new critical tests coming (via Emir)
 - acknowledgements back to Nagios
 - filter to select definitive message feed depending on which nagios is.

Giuesppe: Link is to nagios, not MyEGEE since nagios tests more services. This is because 
of different service sets being tested in nagios and those available. 

Accounting Portal
New version with some improvements showing HEPSPEC and some other metrics (e.g. % of 
foreign jobs in a country)

GOCDB
Dev slowed due to APEL issues.  Still working on regional instance
James:  do you have any requests for country contacts 
Gilles:  this is OK in GOCDB4, but we won't do it in GOCDB3.

Gilles: GOCDB4 transition - still waiting on more info right now - only one tool has reported 
back

APEL
Status :  trying to get the new activemq client certified and released, but too busy with the 
current system to release the new client.

Issue:  Need to move the APEL tests to ActiveMQ publication for Nagios

Gstat
1) there was a new release of GStat 2.0 Release Candidate 2 last week.
2) the difference from last release is that we make several prograss on ui interface according 
to feedbacks from users, and some performance 
increases in core funcitons.



3) currently we have only 10 tickets to close, but users still continue to send feedback to us, 
we plan to close these ticket as much as 
possible and then will have a meeting to evaluate the achievements. If everything is fine we 
will make a official release.

Messaging
Moved Greece into network - all looks ok.
Also setting up ops-monitor.cern.ch right now

NCG
Mainly solving problems related to conversion from old SAM to new SAM.  

SAM/Nagios
- New release last week of egee-NAGIOS including bug fixes for all the web components
- Working on glexec + MPI probes into Nagios
- Big changes to MDDB interface to finally allow web editing of profiles

- Central project instance is running ok.  Computing avaiability on Nagios metrics to compare 
against SAM ones.

Tiziana: How is the comparison
David:  We see some discrepancies, mostly when we have new metrics which are stricter 
e.g. sBDII.  Just need to have more data on this.

GOCDB and central services
Want to add services to GOCDB e.g. Nagios. 
Do we want to do this for all services and at all scopes? What services do we want in this 
list in GOCDB3

GOCDB/VOMS
- Currently we have roles + list of authz coming from GOCDB + VOMS
- Also we need to get lists of hosts too and they're only in GOCDB
Currently we're dealing with it by just extracting from both places, but it's not a particularly 
good solution.

ACTION ON Gilles: To keep this in mind for the OTAG for working out a more rational 
solution

NGI Operational tools
Regional dashboard



1) Central regional views provided
2) Regional deployment - 5 or 6 ROCs interested right now

Central
Messaging
GOCDB
Regional Dashboard
Availability Calculation
APEL

Regional now
Nagios
Gstat

Regionalized in future
GOCDB - code ready, beta package ready, 3 or 4 interested, 1 deployment (UK)
Regional Dashboard  - code ready, beta package ready, 5 or 6 interested now, 1 
deployment (UK)
Accounting Portal - code ready, no package yet, 1 interested (Ibergrid), 0 deployments
APEL - code not read
Availability Calculation - code not ready

Status of Ticketing (e.g. Could be either regional ticketing system or a GGUS 'local view') - 
check with Thorsten

AOB
None.

Next Meeting: March 25th


